What makes Hotel du Petit Moulin different?



Set in a 17th Century building, originally home to Paris’ first bakery. This is where Victor Hugo
would come to buy his baguette – and the 1900 shop frontage is listed as part of French heritage
by Historic Monuments.



On the corner of the rue du Poitou in the heart of the Marais, the oldest quartier in Paris, dating
back to the 17th century. The area is lively and trendy, and full of wonderful boutiques, galleries,
fascinating museums, atmospheric cafes and restaurants.



The bohemian chic interior has been exclusively designed by Christian Lacroix who transformed
the building into a true couture hotel – modern and bold, yet harmonious and stylish, with each
tiny detail corresponding exactly to the overall atmosphere of the space.



There are 16 individually designed rooms and one junior suite, each telling a different story and
experience of the Marais.



No two rooms are the same - some are bright and daring, others antiquated and more rustic - all
are theatrical and playful, and recognisably the work of Lacroix.



The Rue du Poitou dates to 1626, and owes its name to an unrealised project from Henry IV –
to build a square called Place de France, with adjoining streets named after French provinces.



Historic elements of the building have been restored, retaining the quirky perspectives and the
labyrinthine manner of the layout.



Hotel du Petit Moulin is an authentic, secret space, full of history. The theatrical design means
that it is full of surprises around every corner.



Guests can meet in the quirky and colourful downstairs honesty bar for a quiet drink.



The Hotel Guru describes the hotel as having “colourful and fabulously designed interiors by
Christian Lacroix, all rooms different. Zen like feel in the heart of the Marais, quiet and superchic. Ideal for romantic tryst.”



One of the two closest hotels to the newly reopened Musée Picasso, just a short stroll around the
corner (the other is Pavillon de la Reine, Hotel du Petit Moulin’s sister hotel)



Rooms from €205
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